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Coastal Ocean domain boundaries 
Land-ward boundary: Near-shore 
Sea-ward boundary: Shelf edge 
ROFI  shelf sea Shelf edge 
Nearshore 
Focus on the shelf edge 
The Coastal Ocean 
Topographic constraint 
The coastal Ocean can be isolated/linked from/to the open ocean dynamics. 
 
However the coastal ocean is essentially isolated by the open ocean dynamics by the so-called 
“topographic constraint”: 
 
For steady Barotropic conditions the momentum equations reduces to the geostrophic relationships 
(assume constant Coriolis parameter f=f0): 
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Topographic constraint 
∂w
∂z = 0
Vertical Velocity independent from depth 
For:                       then w=0 all along the water column:   w z=0 = 0
This implies that: 
Horizontal velocity field is MUST be parallel to the isobaths: 
−
!uh ⋅∇H = w = 0
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Moreover : 
Topographic constraint 
The thermal wind equations: 
Under homogeneous conditions give: 
∂u
∂z =
∂v
∂z = 0
The geostrophic flow, under the made assumptions  
(steady, barotropic conditions) is NOT vertically varying 
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A little bit more formally...: 
 
Taking the curl of: 
 
 
 
Under barotropic conditions one gets: 
 
 
 
Since                     is the gradient operator in the direction of Ω, i.e.       , we arrive to:   
Topographic constraint 
2Ω× !u + 1
ρ
∇p = 0
N.B.: 
The horizontal components 
Yields geostrophic balance. 
The vertical component  yields 
The hydrostatic balance 
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Topographic constraint 
http://einstein.atmos.colostate.edu/~mcnoldy/spintank/ 
Marshall & Plumb 2008 
Flow vertically constant and following the isobaths. 
Taylor-Proudman theorem (T-Pt) 
T-Pt requires that vertical columns of fluid  move along contours of constant fluid depth.  
They cannot be stretched in the direction of Ω . 
Fluid columns act as if they were rigid and move along contours of constant fluid depth. 
Horizontal flow is deflected as if an obstacle extended trough the whole fluid depth. 
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Coastal/Open ocean exchanges 
When the topographic constraint is broken (T-Pt does not hold) then the coastal and open ocean 
become “coupled trough the shelf edge. 
 
The assumptions lying behind the T-P theorem are vanishing when: 
 
• Non-linear terms are significant 
• Occurrence of Important boundary layer (frictional) effects:  
      Surface and bottom boundary layers. 
• Occurrence of unsteady flow (surface waves and tidal motion) 
• Occurrence of stratification effects isolating part of the flow from topographic influence. 
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http://oceancurrents.rsmas.miami.edu 
Shelf edge 
Shelf edge  
current 
“Extended” Vs. “Narrow” shelves 
Coastal ocean dynamics bounded by  
Near-shore (landward) dynamics 
Shelf edge (seaward) dynamics 
 
A shelf is defined as “narrow” when its dynamics is controlled by the 2 “bounding” regions 
(a shelf is dynamically narrow when the whole width is controlled by the nearshore and/or  
the slope processes. 
 
Consequently in “narrow” shelves  the cross-shelf fluxes will extend trough the shelf up to  
The near shore. 
 
On the contrary on “extended” shelves the dynamics of the  three regions remain distinct 
When “narrow” is “narrow” enough?  
Different Thresholds to quantify a shelf as “narrow”/”extended”. 
 
Different mechanisms provide different criteria for the quantification. 
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Non-linearity coupling (homogeneous conditions) 
 
 Røssby Number: 
 
U, L  characteristic velocity and length scales of the phenomenon  
 
Shelf/Slope coupling 
Ro = ULf
RoL =
Uj
Lshelf f
Define: 
Røssby Number based on the characteristic shelf width (Lshelf) and slope 
 current (Uj) Velocity. 
RoS =
UJ
Lslope f
Røssby Number based on the characteristic slope jet width (Lslope) and slope   
current (Uj) Velocity. 
When RoL, and RoS  are comparable (same order) , then non-linearity is important 
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Non-linearity coupling (homogeneous conditions) 
 To have the flow constrained by isobath RoL, RoS must be (obviously) “small”, i.e of order: 
                                                     O(10-1)-O(10-2)
From the RoL estimate a shelf can be considered “Narrow” When: 
 
(inertial effects can “break” the topographic constraint when Lshelf is  maller than Uj/f). 
Lshelf ≤≈10
Uj
f
For instance: given f=10-4 s-1 and Uj=10-1 m s-1 require in order to have a “narrow” shelf:   
Lshelf ≤104 m[ ] =10 km[ ]
N.B.: the above applies to barotropic conditons 
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Non-linearity coupling (homogenepus conditions) 
. Mediterranean Examples. 
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Non-linearity coupling. (homogenepus conditions) 
 Mediterranean Examples. 
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Adriatic 
Egypt 
Algerian 
Gulf of Lions 
Shelf/Slope coupling 
Non-linearity coupling (homogeneous conditions).  
Mediterranean Examples. 
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Supposing that everywhere in the Mediterranean the along slope currents are about 20-30 cm s-1 
And f0 ≈10-4 s-1, then the critical shelf width for a strong (nonlinear) coupling between shelf and  
Slope processes is: 
Lshelf ≤10
Uj
f0
= 20−30 km[ ]
Shelf/Slope coupling 
Non-linearity coupling. (homogenepus conditions) 
 Mediterranean Examples. 
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Critical 
Narrow 
Narrow 
Extended 
Critical 
Extended 
Narrow 
Extended 
Extended 
Narrow 
Extended 
Narrow 
Extended 
Extended 
Narrow 
Extended 
Narrow 
Narrow 
Narrow 
Narrow 
Extended 
Shelf/Slope coupling 
Non-linearity coupling (stratified conditions) 
Internal  
Internal Røssby deformation radius: 
 
                            N: Brunt-Väisäla frequency 
                             Hs: Shelf depth 
RI =
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For stratified conditions: 
“critical” shelf width assessed comparing L with RI. 
RI scales the Length required by stratification to decouple the flow from the topography. 
 
In general 
 
A shelf having a width of (saying) 20 km is about “critical” 
RI ≈O(10) km[ ]
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Frictional coupling  
Consider frictional effects due to an along shelf wind stress       producing a cross shelf volume  
transport  in  the surface boundary layer (typical “Ekman” dynamics).  
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Volume flux per  
Unit length of the  
shelf  
The cross-shelf flux can effectively act as a coupler between  the shelf and edge domain  
Details of the dynamics will be analysed in a later lecture. Here the wind driven Ekman flux is  
Used to assess the “critical shelf” width   
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Frictional coupling 
Assume an along shelf wind stress      blowing with a duration (time) Tw. τw
(y)
 
 
 
 
 
 
y
x
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The narrow/extended shelf condition can be assessed by comparing the  
time tr needed to replace (exchange) the fluid over the shelf with the time Tw. 
Consider a 1 m along shelf strip. Its volume (Vs) is then given by:. 
Vs = LH L: shelf width      : average shelf  depth H
The exchange (residence) time tr is then:  tr =
Vs
U ≈
LH
τ y
(y) ρ f
A shelf will be then “narrow” for   Tw > tr
And:    L < Twτw
(y)
Hρ f =
TwρaCduw2
Hρ f ≅
Tw
Hf uw
2
ρa: air density O(100)
Cd: drag coefficient O(10-3)
ρ: sea water density O(103)
uw: characteristic wind velocity 
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Unsteady flow coupling 
The edge bottom slope can act as a barrier “trapping” wave-type motion. 
The critical shelf width (Lcrit) for wave trapping is given by (using shallow wave theory): 
Lcrit ≈ H
Tλ
Hs
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2 λ Wave length.
T: Wave period 
Hs: Significant wave height 
= cT = T gH
For: 
Sea waves.   Hs≈ 1.0  m; T≈5.0 s         à Lcrit ≈ 50.0 m             shelves mostly “wide” 
Swell waves. Hs≈ 1.0 m; T≈10  s         à Lcrit ≈ 100  m              shelves mostly “wide”
Long waves. Hs≈ 0.1 m; T≈1-20 min  à Lcrit ≈ 10 – 50 km       shelves possibly “narrow” 
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Stratification coupling 
Stratification: decouple the flow in the upper water column from bottom topography (weakening 
 the topographic constraint). 
Main stratifying mechanisms are heat and buoyancy fluxes 
Stratification can be quantified by the “gradient” Richardson Number Rigr ,  the buoyancy-shear 
 ratio:
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N.B.: Rigr always considered >0. 
N2<0                              indicates convective  
Overturning. 
Rigr < ¼ : condition for velocity shear to overcome  
the tendency of a stratified fluid to remain  
stratified, and mixing (turbulence) will occur. 
Δρ Δz[ ] > 0( )
Main (mixing) stirring mechanisms are wind waves and current 
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Stratification coupling 
In the coastal ocean (ROFI’s: Regions Of Fresh water Influence) a main stratification mechanism is 
the river discharge (plumes)  
An estimate of the plume width (Lp)can be obtained from: 
 
                           where   g`=gΔρ/ρ (effective gravitational acc.) 
                                        D = plume thickness Lp ≈
g`D
f
A shelf can be considered narrow when: 
L ≈ Lp ≈
g`D
f
With upwelling favourable winds (moving the plume  offfshore) the Ekman transport must be  
Considered: 
L ≈ g`Df +
U
f =
g`D
f +
τw
(y)
ρ0 f 2
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Stratification coupling 
Critical shelf width can  be assesses also comparing (summer  conditions) stratifying power due to  
Surface heat flux (shelf domain) with stratifying power due to fresh water input (plume domain) 
Brando et al. 2015 
The stratifying power (SH)due to surface heat flux is given by: 
                                  α=thermal expansion coeff. (°K-1) 
                                 Q=surface heat flux (W m-2) 
                                  cp=specific heat const. pressure (J kg-1 °K-1) 
                                      = average shelf depth 
                                 A  = shelf area = LDx
                                                               Dx=along shelf distance 
SH ≈
αgQ
2cp
HA
H
αgQ
2cp
H Wm2
⎡
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stratifying power per unit area 
The fresh water buoyancy input (SR) associated to area A can be estimated as : 
 
                                              R= River runoff (m3 s-1) SR = RgH Δρ( )
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Shelf/Slope coupling 
Stratification coupling 
L, the critical shelf width can be then assessed by comparing SH and SR: 
Brando et al. 2015 
SH
SR
=
αQ
2cpR Δρ( )
A = αQ2cpR Δρ( )
LDx
L = 2R Δρ( )cp
αQDx
SH
SR
Shelf/Slope coupling 
Some general conclusions: 
 
• Open ocean dynamics can be “coastal” in the “narrow”shelf regime 
 
• The “Narrow”/ “Extended” shelf condition depends very much on the  
      general characteristics of the local dynamics (rather than the local depth) 
 
 
In particular: 
 
• Non linearity  
• Friction 
• Long waves 
• Stratification 
